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strong in all children, and perhaps of all nations the British
are most markedly practical in genius.
Thus if the teacher of music or poetry is wise he will
make use of this love of creation and instead of insisting
on patient memorizing of other people's tunes or poems, he
will seek opportunities for original work—the song of
triumph over something achieved or of welcome for a
holiday, the verse for some one's birthday greeting and
so on.
It is only when people have tried to do something for
themselves that they are able to appreciate the efforts of
others, and at any rate with most English children interest
in technique only manifests itself when they need that
technique for some purpose of their own. Give them a
play to write and they will soon learn that the speeches
must convey the necessary knowledge of past events, of
the character of the person speaking, &c.; in order to get
help they will study the introductory scenes of various
plays with great zeal. Give them a story to dramatize
and they will be roused to real interest in what use Shake-
speare made of HoJlingshed's Chronicles. But to make a
boy * get up * Shakespeare's use of sources, quite apart
from any work of his own, is to encourage unnecessary
memory work at the best, boredom at the worst.
It seems a pity that there should be so much snobbishness
among us all when we evaluate creative work. The
practical man looks down on ' those artistic Johnnies *,
the artist calls the man who loves ideas and delights to
dSsoiss and use them the * highbrow', who, in his turn,
can express contempt for the two other types.
Of course the finest workers in any branch of life are
modest of their own achievements and respectful of others',
font even into school has crept the feud between workers
in the various subjects. Thus the * specialist' in mathe-
ssatks, history or English is apt to assert that his worfe
intelligence and cofK^3itratioii than hand-

